Rise Recruiting
Attract and hire the best talent with recruiting and
applicant tracking software that makes team-based
hiring a breeze.
Hire talent faster with a complete applicant tracking system that helps
you attract, evaluate and manage candidates faster and easier. Rise
Recruiting is a team-based recruiting solution that streamlines the
entire recruiting process, giving you full control over your applicant
pipeline and the flexibility to evaluate candidates as a team.
Build your own careers page

Evaluate the best talent as a team

Rise Recruiting makes it easy to build a custom careers

Rise gives you everything you need to review candidates

page for your company. The intuitive interface makes

as a team: add and share comments to job applicants

managing your job postings a breeze: simply add or

and accept or reject them whenever you’re ready. Plus,

modify a posting and it is instantly updated on your

get a complete history of changes to applicant status

careers page.

made by your team members.

Drive targeted applications from Indeed

Sync with Rise Onboarding

Extend your reach to more candidates with automatic job

The integrated, all-in-one Rise platform makes it quick

postings to Indeed. Our seamless integration allows you

and easy to move hired candidates along your pipeline.

to instantly post to Indeed’s job boards and receive all

Once a candidate is hired, you can easily transfer their

applications from Indeed directly in Rise, helping you keep

personal details to Rise Onboarding to kick off your new

everything in one place.

hire onboarding process.

Manage your recruitment pipeline

Cloud storage for all your job applications

Get a bird’s eye view of your applicant pipeline for all your

Store all of your job applications in the cloud for quick

open positions so you always know who’s at each stage.

and easy access. Rise Recruiting gives you unlimited

For each job posting, you can customize your application

storage, making it easy to access and filter job

pipeline stages to suit your hiring process.

applications whenever you need them.

We look forward to working with you!
sales@risepeople.com

risepeople.com

